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The wheelchair is equipped with 
patented Triride attachments to 
which it is possible to hook and 
unhook the MTW rear axle without
making any structural changes.

The motorized wheels supplied 
provide rear-wheel drive that 
allows you to tackle any type of 
off-road route or very demanding 
climb.

UNIVERSAL EASY TO INSTALL

GRAVEL, SAND, 
GRASS, DIRT, SNOW

Compatible and installable 
on most wheelchairs on 
the market, with both rigid 
and foldable frame.

The motorized wheels supplied 
provide rear-wheel drive that 
allows you to tackle any type of 
off-road route or very demanding 
climb.

*For all features see the technical data sheet

GENERAL 
FEATURES*

Maximum power:
from 600 W to 2400 W (Rh+Lh)
Single or double battery:
36 V or 48 V
Traction selector:
Front (I), Rear (II), 
Multi Traction 3x3 (III)
Range*:
up to 50 Km

Programmable electronics
via Triride software for
a complete customisation
Rear LED light with stop 
function, flashing when 
braking
Anti-tip arm
Wheel and tyre diameter
of your choice
Wide range of accessories

MTWMTW

Combined with any Triride, Tribike Hybrid 
or Triwheel model, it allows you to have a 
high-performance electric wheelchair with 
one, two or three-wheel drive (3X3). Thanks 
to the special control you can choose the 
type of drive you want.
By removing the front power traction it is 
possible to use the wheelchair in indoor 
mode using the practical joystick.

REAR MOTORIZATION KIT
FOR MANUAL WHEELCHAIRS

Indoor, Trekking or Trekking Power

Combined with any Triride, Tribike Hybrid 
or Triwheel model, it allows you to have a 
high-performance electric wheelchair with 
one, two or three-wheel drive (3X3). 
to the special control you can choose the 
type of drive you want.
By removing the front power traction it is 
possible to use the wheelchair in indoor 
mode using the practical joystick.

Indoor, Trekking or Trekking Power

Born from Triride technology, it allows you to transform your manual
wheelchair into an advanced technology electronic wheelchair.
The MTW Trekking / Trekking Power kit attaches and removes in a few
seconds, returning the wheelchair to its original state without any 
structural changes.

trekking trekking powerindoor


